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How to Retrofit Buildings 

in a Climate Emergency

→ There is no new normal. 

→ Things will get much worse.

→ Every building needs a plan. 

→ Stepwise EnerPHit is a template.

→ Keep Hope Alive. 

Lytton, B.C., on July 9, 2021. 

Photo by Darryl Dyck, The Canadian Press. 



There is no new normal. 

At only 1.2°C of warming, cascade effects are accelerating.



Source: Environment Canada

→The Earth has warmed 1.2°C

→Land has warmed 1.8°C  

→Northwest Canada warming 

faster than North America

There is no new normal. 



Mountain Pine Beetle, image via NRCan.

At 0.6°C: Pine Beetles began surviving winter



By 0.8°C: Every region of B.C. interior infected 



By 1.0°C: Big wildfires part of every summer 



At 1.2°C: The town of Lytton burned to the ground

Lytton, B.C., July 2021



At 1.2°C: Atmospheric rivers carried 2x water

A given volume of air at 20°C (68°F) can hold twice 

the amount of water vapor than at 10°C (50°F).



At 1.2°C: Heavy rain turned clear-cut forests to mud



At 1.2°C: Highways & railways cut in 20+ places



At 1.2°C: Vancouver cut off from Canada by road



At 1.2°C: Fraser Valley flooded 3x in three weeks



What one “believes” doesn’t matter. 

At 1.2°C: More than 640,000 farm animals died



Cascade effects are the hallmark of runaway climate change.

What are the cascade effects that will hit your region? 

There is no new normal. Not in our lifetimes. 



Source: “Future of the human climate niche,” by Chi Xu, Timothy Kohler, et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, May 4, 2020. 

And remember: B.C. among safest places on Earth



Roughly three billion will migrate by mid-century



Things will get much worse.

That’s what 1.2°C looks like in British Columbia.

We are racing toward 2.6°C of global heating.  



The oceans are heating at a rate equivalent to the energy released 

from five nuclear bombs detonated every second.

By the end of this one-hour event, the oceans will have warmed 

the equivalent of 18,000 nuclear bombs. 



Canadians have 

emitted more 

cumulative C02 

per capita than 

any other people.

Americans have 

been the second 

largest per-capita 

emitters.

Source: Carbon Brief



2030

40-45% below 2005

The entire global economy must 

reduce GHG emissions by 40-45% 

2050

Net-Zero Everything

The entire global economy either emits 

no greenhouse gas emission or offsets 

its emissions. 120+ nations.  

Two global GHG emissions targets  



2021

2030 is a tipping point  
(That’s 96 months from now.) 

2050

Global economy to “net zero” by 2050?

Now, the only path to achieving 1.5C is to 

cut global GHG emissions in half by 2030

If we had started mitigating in 

2000 we could have reduced 

emissions by 4% per year

Source: Carbon Brief

1.5°C ‘safe’ threshold to be exceeded before 2030

Instead, we expanded global 

emissions by roughly 25% 

during past 20 years. 



The ‘Orca’ plant in Iceland is the sole operating direct air capture facility. 

The Orca draws down 4,000 Mt of C02/yr, equivalent to emissions of 790 cars. 

What about carbon capture & storage?



Experts now predict 2.6°C heating this century

Source: Carbon Brief



Looking back 2,000 years…



Ape-like ancestors: Early stone tools.

Modern DNA: Language, farming art & music.

Common Era: Civilization as we know it. 

Climate change is a new geologic epoch 



No human has ever lived on a 2.6°C hotter planet

Where will we live? How will we survive?



Every building needs a plan.

Adaptation: Buildings must shelter people on a +2.6°C planet. 

Mitigation: Buildings must emit noting to preserve a +2.6°C planet.



→ Wildfires & smoke

→ Extreme storms

→ Overland flooding

Did we know this was going to happen? 

“These are 

extraordinary 

events… Not 

measured 

before, not 

contemplated 

before...” 

B.C. Premier John Horgan



For example, the “Preliminary Strategic Climate Risk 

Assessment for British Columbia” warned in 2019: 

→ Wildfires & smoke

→ Extreme storms

→ Overland flooding

B.C.’s cascade effects were predicted in detail

This is precisely what climate 

scientists told us would happen.

→ Sea level rise 

→ Overheating 

What are the cascade effects predicted for your region? 



“Professionals can only be accountable for 

establishing that their work addresses concerns that 

could reasonably be identified given the state of 

knowledge at the time they executed the work. 

“In engineering practice we define reasonable in 

terms of the standard of care… Climate change 

imposes a new and evolving pressure on the 

standard of care.” 

~ Engineers Canada 

National Guideline on Climate Change Adaptation

Architects and Engineers are legally responsible



“Registrants… are expected to consider the 

impact of their work on the climate” 

https://www.egbc.ca/getmedia/a39ff60e-80a1-4750-b6a5-9ddc1d75248a/APEGBC-Climate-Change-Position-Paper.pdf.aspx

Politicians can pretend they didn’t know. We can’t.



Map: Air temperature anomalies across North America 

on June 29, 2021, compared to 2014–2020 baseline

Heat Dome of 2020

→ Record high of 49.6°C on June 29 in Lytton 

→ Record low of 29°C on June 28 in Burnaby

Deaths attributed to the Heat Dome in B.C.

→ 595 people died from heat-related causes

→Majority were seniors

→ 99% died in at home  

Adaptation: 

Six hundred people 

died inside buildings. 



SOLAR GAIN

Shading, SHGC, glazing area.

TEMPERATURE

Model for 2050 & 2080, not 1985. 

URBAN HEAT ISLAND

Most multiunit on infill sites.

Effects greater than climate change. 

OUTSIDE the BUILDING

OCCUPANT DENSITY

Small units produce higher 

IHG/m2 than large units. 

DHW HEAT LOSS

Don’t put DHW in same room 

as HRV. Shorten DHW runs. 

LIFESTYLE VARIATION

How residents live and play affects 

IHGs significantly.

INSIDE the BUILDING

There are at least six factors that affect overheating



Adaptation: 

Wildfire smoke. 



Adaptation: 

Sea level rise. 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/

09/25/132873/global-sea-levels-are-

rising-even-faster-than-predicted-says-uns-

climate-committee/

→ Storm surges by 2050

→ One meter rise by 2100



The seas along the 

U.S. East Coast are 

rising three to four 

times faster than 

the global average, 

according to the US 

Geological Survey. 

Boston, New York 

City, Miami, Tampa 

and New Orleans 

are particularly 

vulnerable. 

https://www.sciencenews.org/article/boston-adapting-rising-sea-level-coastal-flooding

Adaptation: 

Sea level rise. 



Mitigation: 

“By 2030, all new buildings 

will be zero carbon, and all 

new space and water 

heating equipment will 

meet the highest standards 

for efficiency.” 

~ Clean BC (p.16)



No new furnaces or boilers after 2030 in B.C. 

Boilers & furnaces

Old: 60-80% efficient 

New: 90% efficient

Electric resistance

100% efficient

Heat Pumps

Gas: 120% efficient

Electric: 250%+ efficient 

Cooling + heating 



Gas Boiler

c. 80% efficient

C02 (R744) Electric Heat Pump

COP of 4.11 = 411% efficient 

Large buildings: C02 heat pumps to replace boilers



Canada’s federal carbon tax: $9 GJ by 2030

Average Canadian house uses 92 GJ of fossil gas per year. That’s $828/yr by 2030.



B.C. is also about to launch new grants

Last program: Many furnace installations were of poor quality. 

Last program: Windows were double-pane, often poorly installed. 

How will building owners avoid “locking in” low performance? 



Bans on gas 

connections or 

appliances

Canadian carbon tax 

rises to $170/t by 2030

Continuous 

cascading 

disasters. 

Continually 

escalating 

costs. 

Continually changing 

code requirements. 

Continually changing  

building technology. 

New retrofit demands: 

smoke, heat, IAQ.

Massive demand for 

new housing

Imagine being a building owner in 2022

Building owners & operators. 



Every building needs a climate retrofit plan

Strategies for adaptation and mitigation may include:

→ Consider flooding scenarios: Lift building? Sell property? 

→ Model overheating for current and future climate. Options? 

→ Measure indoor air quality. Retrofit ventilation & filtration. 

→ Mitigation: How to get to zero emissions by 2030?

→ Consider impacts of future code requirements.

→ Consider impacts of Canadian carbon tax rising to $170 a tonne.

→ How much capital is available, and when? 



The Lord Harley apartments in Victoria, BC



Minto Properties in Ontario

Two MURBs as their first retrofit studies

Ottawa

• 26 stories

• 242 units

• 171,000 sq ft

• 1970s

• No major 

previous renos

Toronto

• 13 stories

• 227 units

• 203,400 sq ft

• 1970s

• No major previous renos



Stepwise EnerPHit

A tool to help building owners plan for adaptation & mitigation.



Some 5,000 buildings 

have been upgraded 

using the EnerPHit

approach



SINFONIA projects



Stepwise Enerphit provides a template



DesignPH: A 3-D energy modelling input tool



Two paths to EnerPHit: Component method



Two paths to EnerPHit: Energy demand method

BOTH METHODS ALSO REQUIRE

→ Airtightness equal to or less than 

1.0 ACH @ 50 Pa

→ PER demand of 60 kWh/m2a



ENERPHIT STEPWISE APPROACH
Stepwise Enerphit













Key features of Stepwise EnerPHit

→ PHPP model prepared in consult with building owner. The building’s “final” outcome is determined.

→ Avoids “lock in” of low performance

→ Other Passive House features addressed: DHW, cooling, efficient appliances, comfort. 

→ Cost estimates and savings are built into the process

→ Retrofits broken into three or more “steps” in consult with homeowner/contractors. 

→ Steps based on: Future code, adaptation requirements, mitigation requirements, govt programs, funding options

→ Detailed plan prepared by a CPHC or CPHD 

→ PHI-accredited Building Certifier approves the Stepwise Plan  

→ In-progress plaque issued once 25% of efficiency is achieved. Final plaque at 100%. 



Princess, North Van: EnerPHit 2017  (ID 5158)  



Princess, North Van



The Ken Soble Tower is the oldest high-

rise apartment building in Hamilton, 

Ontario. Built in 1967, it has been in 

decline for several years. 

The 18-story apartment tower is now on 

track to be one of the largest EnerPHit

certified projects in North America. 

The project will modernize 146 units of 

affordable seniors’ housing with 

increased comfort and a greater ability 

to withstand a changing climate. 

ENCLOSURE

Balcony removal

R-38 exterior 

insulation

PHI-certified 

windows 

SYSTEMS 

Central ventilation

Riser replacement

Ken Soble Tower, Hamilton, Ontario



Built in 1967 Balconies sawed off  in fall 2019

When the rebar corrodes the 

balconies become a falling 

hazard. 

Three options for old 

balconies: 

→ Saw them off. 

→ Wrap them with foam. 

→ Enclose them. 

What would happen if  

municipalities legalized balcony 

enclosure as a “reward” for 

deep energy retrofits? 

Masonry sealed, ready for insulation. 

Ken Soble Tower, Hamilton, Ontario



Pirelli Building: EnerPHit retrofit in New Haven



More about EnerPHit

https://passipedia.org/certification/enerphit

https://passivehouse-database.org/index.php?lang=en



RDH Guides



Other guides



“Keep Hope Alive”

1983 was the zenith of the Reagan Presidency. 

Many African Americans felt abandoned by Washington. 



April 4, 1968, Memphis, Tennessee



Fall 1983

“Keep 

Hope 

Alive”



Despair: Americans emit 16.6 tonnes GHG/person.

Hope: Two tonnes GHG/person by 2030. 

→ Set a personal target. Start monitoring yourself. 

→ Write a climate retrofit plan for your home.

→ Get an e-bike. Drive less. (4.6 t/yr)

→ Fly much less. (¼ t/hr)

→ Eat less meat. (3 t/yr) 

→ Buy less of everything. 

→ Talk about 2030. Don’t do this alone. 

→ Support political action to end fossil fuel era. 
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